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Abstract 
For centuries, the quest for achieving high performance bulk metals and 
alloys for structural applications has been perplexed by the notorious trade-
off between strength and ductility. Here we report a conceptually novel 
strategy to resolve this dilemma by incorporating all available strengthening 
and plasticity mechanisms at multiple length scales. This approach is a 
paradigm shift in structural alloy design and offers a steel with a yield 
strength of 2.2 GPa and an unexpected tensile uniform elongation of 16%. 
To our best knowledge, this steel stands the best bulk metallic alloys so far 
in terms of yield strength-uniform elongation combination. More 
importantly, this steel was produced using conventional thermal mechanical 
processing routes (i.e. rolling and annealing), which will facilitate its future 
industrial mass production and applications in a wide spectrum of industrial 
settings. 
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